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Message from the
Principal and Head
of Senior School
3

Dear Parents and Pupils,

Dear Parents and Pupils,

I thank you for taking an interest in our Sixth Form. It
is with great pride as the Principal of this school that I
have the honour of leading the highest quality teaching
staff. Added to this, the move to our new campus in
September 2019 will place us in the enviable position
of our pupils having access to state-of-the-art facilities.

The British International School Al Khobar is an educational
community that provides diverse and challenging learning
experiences. Modelling our curriculum on the very best
practice from the most prestigious schools in Britain,
we endeavour to motivate pupils to develop the belief
that they can succeed in life. The school aims, through
its international environment, to inspire everyone to
be positive global citizens by reflecting upon equality,
community service and peace.

As each year goes past, our school grows stronger than
ever, with our Sixth Form pupils leaving to attend the
best universities in the UK and the rest of the world.
Under the stewardship of Mr Gilbert, Headteacher of
Senior School, our Senior School continues to flourish
with the commitment to high quality learning through
small group sizes, thus ensuring the very best levels of
support for each and every pupil.
I very much hope you will see that the close family
support we offer every individual in our school, whether
a current or new pupil, ensures that we nurture confident
young individuals ready to leave us for the challenging
world outside of school.
I look forward to you joining our Sixth Form in September
2019.
Kind regards

As Headteacher of Senior School, I invite you to join our
Sixth Form at BISAK. We are in the unique position of being
able to provide a personalised educational programme.
The courses on offer are diverse to accommodate the
wide range of pupils’ interests and future education and
employment pathways. Our pupils receive individualised,
academically challenging learning experiences in a safe
and supportive school environment. They develop the
skills needed to become both independent, effective
lifelong learners.
We strive to instil in our pupils the values of commitment,
integrity and respect for themselves and others. Our Sixth
Form is a remarkable environment in which, working
together with our talented, dedicated staff, your potential
is nurtured and developed to ensure you develop the
skills that will enable you to fulfil your aspirations. We look
forward to meeting you soon.
Kind regards

Stephen Viner
Principal
Leo Gilbert
Headteacher: Senior School and Sixth Form
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Message from the Sixth Form Leader
Enrichment and volunteering opportunities
Enrichment
An important aspect of Sixth Form life is making sure
our pupils leave school with a wide range of skills and
experiences, which is important both for university
applications and a happy, healthy lifestyle. We have a great
range of opportunities on offer at BISAK and welcome
new ideas and opportunities from Sixth Formers.
BISAK Sixth Form offers pupils a wide range
of A level subjects taught by highly qualified,
motivated staff. We are extremely proud of our
history of excellent A level results. To ensure the
highest levels of academic success, pupils are
carefully and regularly monitored throughout
the two years of study by their individual mentor,
teaching staff and by me as Sixth Form Leader.
We offer a holistic approach to education
where A levels are taught alongside crucial
skills to enable pupils to thrive at university
and in the workplace. Lessons are provided
through PSHE sessions to support pupils with
the transition to university life and we offer a
range of enrichment, guest speakers and work
experience opportunities to make sure pupils
leave with more than just qualifications.
Tony Powell
Sixth Form Leader

We offer many sporting opportunities in school, and
pupils can compete in national tournaments in football,
basketball and volleyball. In addition, they can coach
younger pupils, lead sporting activities such as sports
days and be responsible for their own sports clubs.
We also have a music department with expert staff who
can offer a range of instrumental lessons, helping pupils
to work towards formal instrumental qualifications and
the opportunity to perform in the school’s orchestra, jazz
band and rock band. The David Greetham Bursary Award
provides free music lessons at the school and is open to
Sixth Formers annually.
Sixth Formers can also gain production and directing
skills by getting involved in organising school concerts.
BISAK carries out auditions for yearly shows with roles
in performance, lighting, set design, hair, makeup and
other back stage work. This not only gives valuable work
experience to those who want to enter the performing
arts industry but is also a great deal of fun and develops
co-operation and teamwork skills.
We have a wide range of extra-curricular activities
and clubs at BISAK, such as the Business Club, which
promotes entrepreneurial and collaborative skills. BISAK
has been successful in running the internationallyrecognised Model United Nations (MUN) organisation for
young people around the world and the Duke of Edinburgh
International Award. Sixth Formers can also get involved
in organising projects and events for their peers, charities
or larger school events, such as International Day.
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“

We aim to inspire everyone
to be positive global citizens
by reflecting upon equality,
community service and
peace. All are valued as
unique individuals.

”
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Student support and mentoring
Volunteering
The volunteering programme gives each pupil an
opportunity to use some of their time to support others in
the school community. This helps them learn invaluable
skills such as communication, organisation and work
ethics in the safety of the school grounds. We have a
wide range of roles that pupils can carry out such as
science technician assistants, sports leaders, librarians,
primary learning support assistants and supporting the
human resources department.

Supervised Study
& Study Periods

PSHE & Guest
Speakers

BISAK Sixth Formers have a certain number of allocated
lessons dedicated to Supervised Study. Early in the
year, pupils are introduced to independent study skills
through their PSHE lessons and use these skills to help
them make productive use of these sessions. Pupils can
choose what they want to study and will bring this work
along with them to the sessions.

To prepare our pupils for university life and beyond, our
PSHE programme delivers a range of study and life skills
lessons such as budgeting, writing job or university
applications, cooking, research and note-taking skills.

The sessions led by a member of staff can be silent
study, group discussions, ICT-based or tutorial-based. In
addition to Supervised Study, pupils will also have other
study areas they can choose from, such as Year 12 and
Year 13 silent study rooms, the library, the common
room or allocated outside areas.

We also arrange for former pupils to speak to our Sixth
Formers to answer any questions or concerns they have
about applications to university, organising a move to
university and what university life is like.

Mentoring
Our mentoring programme is used to support those pupils
who would like guidance and assistance or may find the
transition from GCSE to A level difficult. Mentoring is open
to all Sixth Formers and support might be provided for
anything from university applications and organising work
experience placements to study skills and organisation.
Identified pupils or those who have made a request for a
mentor are assigned to an experienced member of staff
with whom they meet on a regular basis throughout the
year and together achievable targets are made to enable
pupils to take control of their own outcomes.
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“

Being part of a
small school
means that
the individual
can truly make
a difference
to both the
Sixth Form
and the school
as a whole.

”
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Events & Contributions
Social functions and events are a feature of Sixth Form
life and we value very highly the excellent relationships
that exist between staff and pupils. Ultimately, our goal
is to ensure that each Sixth Form pupil leaves BISAK a
happy, well-rounded, responsible, independent individual
who has a clear sense of purpose and a love of learning.

The ‘Fast Tomato’ Programme is another profiling and
career support system that is used in BISAK, initially in
Year 11 and can be continued into the Sixth Form. The
programme supports pupils in accessing information
about a range of careers, helps them write a personal
statement (which can be used in university applications)
and checks that they have made the right subject option
choices for the career they have planned.

Sixth Formers support many events for the whole school
throughout the year but also organise specific Sixth Form
events such as school balls, pizza nights, trips away and
meals at local restaurants. We are always impressed
by the contributions Sixth Form pupils make to support
charities, by raising awareness and money for the causes
they are concerned with.

Pupils are extensively supported in the Sixth Form with
their university applications. From the very first week,
pupils are encouraged to start carrying out research into
university courses and to list their personal achievements
as part of the process of compiling their personal
statements. Staff are willing to take the time to guide
them through the whole process of their applications.

Career & University
Application Support

BISAK is a registered UCAS centre for Sixth Formers
wishing to continue their higher education in the UK and
we assist others applying for universities all over the
world. We give support with writing references, personal
statements, transcripts and careers advice. We organise
a number of University Fairs where the Sixth Form get to
meet universities from around the world.

BISAK Sixth Form offers each pupil the opportunity to
complete the Cambridge Profile Aptitude Test, which
is useful in assessing a pupil’s particular academic
prospects and job or career potential and suitability. It
also gives valuable experience of the types of aptitude
tests so often used today as part of the interview process
of many employers and universities.

Many universities visit the school throughout Year 12
and 13 and we host university fairs at certain points
during the year. There are also opportunities to attend
regional university fairs.
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“

the close family support we offer
every individual in our school
ensures we nurture confident
young individuals ready to
leave us for the challenging
world outside of school.

”
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Which subjects
to choose?

Pupils should try to choose subjects that they enjoy as
these are the ones that are more likely to bring good results.

BISAK Year 11 pupils will make their subject choices
in the spring term, following the Sixth Form Options
Evening. They will meet individually with the Deputy
Head of Senior School and the Sixth Form Leader to
discuss which A level subjects are the best combination.
When considering which subjects to select, pupils and
parents should be mindful of several points:

Pupils should also be aware that not all subjects have
the same time demands and this is something that
should be taken into account. Also, some subjects have
a relatively even amount of time that needs to be devoted
to homework throughout the course whilst others have
periods of greater need such as when a deadline for a
project needs to be met.

Transition from
GCSE to AS/A level

• What career and post-18 education
are you most interested in?
• How will the choices (including the subjects
that will no longer be studied) impact upon
further education and career plans?
• Subjects should not be chosen on
account of the teacher; he or she may not
be available for the entire course.
• Subjects should not be chosen on account of
what one’s friends have chosen; pupils must
focus upon their own needs and interests.
• Pupils should discuss their preferred options
with the appropriate teachers before making
their final decision in order to get a fuller
picture of what will be required and expected
if good grades are to be achieved.

There is no doubt that the step up from GCSE to A level is
a large one. Those studying in the Sixth Form will testify
to this. The Curriculum, Evaluation and Management
(CEM) Centre at the University of Durham has conducted
extensive research in this area and has monitored
pupils and their progress at A level over many years. It
is important that you are aware of the main findings,
so that you have an idea of your potential. Should you
wish to find out more about the CEM Centre, please visit
www.cem.dur.ac.uk. The project is called ALIS (A level
information system).

University Entrance
Entrance to university in the UK has changed over the
past few years. There are more universities now and
there is a much wider range of courses available. There
are at present more university places available than
pupils seeking a place, but the demand for places at the
top universities remains high.

expectations than this. Many universities are
encouraging pupils to diversify their subject choices and
to choose subject combinations which in the past would
not have been acceptable, for example a mixture of arts
and science subjects. This also allows you to keep your
options open.

Most universities will expect pupils to have a GCSE grade
5 or above in English, Mathematics and preferably in
Science. The top universities are likely to have higher

A new UCAS (University and Colleges Admissions Service)
points tariff has been developed, as follows:

Grade

A*

AS Level UCAS Points
A Level UCAS Points

56

A

B

C

D

E

20

16

12

10

6

48

40

32

24

16
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“

The courses on
offer are diverse
to accommodate
the wide range
of pupils’
interests

”
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Information about
studying A levels
Sixth Form is different in a number of ways from earlier
educational stages, mainly due to greater specialisation
in subjects and recognition of pupils’ increasing maturity. Naturally, the move from GCSE to A levels requires
an increase in the standard of work so pupils study
fewer subjects but in greater depth. It is recommended
that pupils select three or four AS levels in Year 12 then
focus on three A2s when they progress to Year 13.

Examinations
We use Edexcel, Cambridge and Oxford AQA examination
boards for our A levels because they provide excellent
resources and we are able to build in continuity from
the courses from these boards that we offer at GCSE.
Parents and pupils are encouraged to visit their websites
at www.edexcel.com, www.cie.org.uk and www.aqa.org.
uk. On the following pages, there is a brief overview of
each of the courses offered, along with a course number
to enable you to find the specific course offered.
The Sixth Form is an important time in pupils’ education,
with a real focus on academic achievement in examination
courses with a view to broadening opportunities for
success in the future. It will involve a great deal of hard
work and commitment, but the benefits in personal
development and growth will be considerable.

Subjects on Offer 2019-2021
Arabic

Art & Design

Biology

Chemistry

Economics

English Language

English Literature

Government
& Politics

Sociology

French

Geography

History

Mathematics

Psychology

Photography

Physical Education

Physics
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Entry Requirements
Current BISAK Applicants
The first entry requirement for our Sixth Form is a
minimum of five grade 5s or above at GCSE or IGCSE.
It is expected that pupils will have attained a grade 6 or
above in Maths and a 6 or above in English Language or
a 7 or above in English as a Second Language, as these
will be required for entry to most universities. Pupils will
be accepted into the Sixth Form if they achieve a grade
5 in Maths but will not be allowed to take it at AS level.
BISAK pupils can reserve a Sixth Form place for the
academic year 2019-20 after making a deposit of
SR3000 to the school finance office. If the entry
requirements are not met, the deposit will be refunded.
In any other circumstance in which a pupil does not take
up the reserved place, the deposit will be non-refundable.

Non-BISAK Applicants
Non-BISAK pupils who have been studying I/GCSEs have
the same entry requirements as BISAK pupils. Please
see above for details.
Non-BISAK pupils who have not been studying the British
Curriculum and do not have GCSEs or their equivalent
will be required to submit their results from the system
they have been studying under. In the case of pupils
studying the IB Middle Years Programme, a minimum
expectation would be the achievement of a level 5 from
at least five academic areas. Pupils applying from the
American Diploma system will be considered according
to their grade point average.

School reports and references need to be submitted, and
these are also taken into consideration when reviewing
applications. Once GCSE, IB MYP and American Diploma
results have been released, pupils can be allocated firm
places on courses depending upon their achievement in
specific subjects. At this point a change in subject choice
may be necessary.
The suitability of pupils to study A level subjects will be
discussed with the Deputy Head of Senior School and the
Sixth Form Leader. To make an appointment to discuss a
place, please contact the Senior School PA at seniorpa@
bisak.org. After your meeting, please find full details of
the application process on the school website at http://
www.bisak.org/admissions.html.
Non-BISAK applicants follow the standard admissions
procedure, aside from the need for taking the Entrance
Assessment. If the entry requirements are not met, the
registration fee will be refunded.
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SUBJECTS

15

Arabic
Edexcel A Level (9AA0)

Course Outline
This specification aims to engage pupils so that
they enjoy an advanced level of Arabic language
learning and achieve their full potential in the
subject. Pupils will also be expected to recognise
and use Arabic in a variety of contexts.
The new specification is fully linear, with students
sitting their exams at the end of the two-year course.

Why Study Arabic?
• The A level provides a logical progression from
GCSE with a focus on language and reading skills
• It acknowledges the importance of knowledge
and understanding of Arabic culture
• It facilitates literary study.

Future Prospects
The Arabic language is the mother tongue of Saudi
Arabia and some 24 other Arab countries. As
such, proficiency in Arabic provides the potential
of gaining employment in many Arabic-speaking
countries. The course also develops pupils’
understanding of Arabic culture, so if a pupil goes
on to live in an Arabic country, their interactions
with people in their community will be enhanced.

Subject content:
• Compulsory themes:
- Social issues and trends
- Political and/or intellectual and/or artistic culture
• Sub-themes and research subjects:
- Set works (literature and film).
- An independent research project.
- Listening, reading and writing.
Assessment information:
Paper 1: Translation into English,
reading comprehension and writing
(research question) in Arabic
Paper 2: Translation into Arabic and written
response to works (literary texts and films).
Paper 3: Listening, reading and writing in Arabic.

Arabic can be studied at degree level in most
universities around the world and can lead to
many careers that need strong communication
skills, such as translation, PR and the media.

Click here to see the specification
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Art: Art & Design/ Fine Art/ Mixed Media
Edexcel A Level Art, Craft and Design (9AD0), Fine Art (9FA0)

Course Outline
The first year you will study AS, which is exclusively
a practical course. In the second year, the A
level includes a written study into any aspect
of the visual Arts you want to explore.

What is the course about?
This course is for students who wish to study drawing,
painting, printmaking, sculpture, mixed media.

Future Prospects
At BISAK, many pupils choose to do a qualification
in the visual arts to complement their main area of
focus. This is because universities are looking for
pupils who have a greater breadth of experience in
their education. Visual arts courses have supported
former BISAK pupils’ applications for courses such
as Architecture and Prop designer for Film and TV.
Art can lead to careers in architecture, fashion, web
design, becoming a gaming designer or illustrator,
an illustrator for books or periodicals, a layout
designer, car designer, an artist, a teacher, an interior
designer or a set or stage and prop designer.

What units/topics will be studied?
In the first year you will complete a general art
course, then choose specialised options according
to your talent, ability and needs. Other options
available include mixed media, installation,
ceramics, fashion and graphics. The second year
is independently tailored. You will specialise in
your chosen area and write a supporting essay
as well as completing a practical examination.
You will study a personal portfolio unit and
an externally set exam unit each year.
Coursework: 50% of the qualification
Examination: 50% of the qualification
What can I do to prepare myself to study this subject?
Practise your observational drawing skills
and visit museums and galleries whenever
you travel. Start taking photographs of
things you find interesting or different.

Why study Art?
The courses we offer improve independent
study skills and problem solving, as well as
an ability to show individuality and creativity
through research and informed opinion.
You do not need a GCSE in the visual arts to study at
AS or A level, but you do need a portfolio of work.

Click here to see the specification
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Biology
Edexcel International AS Level (XBI11) and A LEVEL (YBI11)

Course Outline

Why study Biology?
Biology is the study of all life forms: from the smallest
virus to the largest whale or tree, from the smallest
bacterial population to a vast marine ecosystem. The
diverse nature of the subject ensures that everyone can
find an area of fascination to explore. The study of AS/A
level Biology enables pupils to gain the following skills:
• Develop greater understanding of the biological
concepts that form the blueprint for all forms of life.
• Develop greater expertise in the area of practical work and
the link between theoretical and experimental contexts.
• Continue to enjoy and further develop a personal
interest in the study of disease, physiology,
genetics, ecology and biochemistry.
• A recognition of the responsible and
ethical use of biology in society.
• Awareness of cutting edge biotechnology
developments in the changing world.
• Develop skills in scientific method, involving
planning, implementing, analysis and
evaluation of biological investigations.

An AS course consists of three assessment units:
• Unit 1: Molecules, Diet, Transport and Health.
40% of IAS; 20% of A-level (120/300 UMS)
• Unit 2: Cells, Development, Biodiversity
and Conservation. 40% of AS ;20%
of A-level(120/300 UMS)
• Unit 3: Practical Biology and Research Skills I.
20% of AS and 10% of A-level. (60/300 UMS)
The full A level qualification is made up of the AS
units plus three more units which are studied at a
higher level. You do not necessarily have to take the
full A level qualification; you can get a qualification
for the AS; your teacher will advise you on what is
best. If you decide to take the second year of the
course, it will cover the three units described below.
• Unit 4: Energy, Environment, Microbiology and
Immunity. 20% of A level (120/300 UMS)
• Unit 5: Respiration, Internal Environment,
Coordination and Gene Technology.
20% of A level(120/300 UMS)
• Unit 6: Practical Biology and Research
Skills II. 10% of A-level.(60/300 UMS)

If you have an interest in living organisms and
want to understand how life processes occur, then
Biology is the subject for you. The subject will also
support studies for other qualifications because
of strong links with subjects such as Chemistry,
Physics, Psychology, Mathematics and Geography.

Future Prospects
Biology is one of the most versatile subjects to study at
A level. Together with Chemistry, it is an essential subject
that is preferred for admission to most medical schools.
Biology is also necessary for admission to Dentistry,
Pharmacy and all other health sciences. Studying
the subject does not confine you to only sciencerelated degrees; Biology pupils can also go on to study
Business, Law, Engineering or any other field of choice.

Click here to see the specification
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Chemistry
Edexcel International AS Level (XCH11) and A Level (YCH11)

Course Outline

Why Study Chemistry?
Do you want to understand the world around you?
Look no further: AS/A level Chemistry is ideal for
pupils who have an interest in molecules, chemical
reactions, energetics, analysis and its applications.
Chemistry is often known as ‘the central science’
because it connects other sciences such as Biology,
Physics and Environmental Science to each other.

Future Prospects
A level Chemistry leads to a wide range of degree
courses and careers in Chemistry, Medicine,
Pharmacy, Environmental Sciences, Dentistry and
Engineering, to name but a few. The analytical skills
and knowledge developed from studying Chemistry
are equally valued for admission to non-science
courses such as Accountancy, Law and Business.

An AS course consists of three assessment units:
• Unit 1: Structure, Bonding and Introduction
to Organic Chemistry (120/300 UMS)
This Unit is assessed by means of
a written examination paper.
• Unit 2: Energetics, Group Chemistry,
Halogenoalkanes and Alcohols (120/300 UMS)
This Unit is assessed by means of
a written examination paper.
• Unit 3: Practical skills in Chemistry I (60/300 UMS)
This Unit is assessed by means of a written
examination paper based on practical work.
The full A level qualification is made up of the AS
units plus three more units which are studied at a
higher level. You do not necessarily have to take the
full A level qualification; you can get a qualification
for the AS, and your teacher will advise you on what
is best. If you decide to take the second year of the
course, it will cover the three units described below.
• Unit 4: Rates, Equilibria and Further
Organic Chemistry (120/300 UMS)
This Unit is assessed by means of
a written examination paper.
• Unit 5: Transition Metals and Organic
Nitrogen Chemistry (120/300 UMS)
This Unit is assessed by means of
a written examination paper.
• Unit 6: Practical skills in Chemistry II (60/300 UMS)
This Unit is assessed by means of a written
examination paper based on practical work

Click here to see the specification
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Economics
Edexcel International AS Level (8EBO) and A Level (9EBO)

Course Outline
There are four themes to the course
with two taken in each year.

Why study Economics?
Do you like current affairs? Interested in Brexit and Theresa
May? Donald Trump building the wall and ‘Buy American,
Hire Americans’? Why are McDonalds and Coca-Cola
household brands? Should I buy an Apple or Samsung?
Is Primark exploiting workers in Bangladesh? What is the
minimum wage in the UK? What are trade barriers? Is the
dollar strong? Is Saudi Arabia in a recession and how will that
affect the rest of the world if oil prices to drop further? What
is international trade? How do I set up my own business?
If questions like these interest you, this might
be the course for you. It also helps if you like to
debate and very importantly you like to read!
Studying Economics at AS and A level should to enable pupils to:
• appreciate the contribution of economics
to the understanding of the wider
economic and social environment
• develop an understanding of a range of
concepts and an ability to use those concepts
in a variety of different contexts
• use an enquiring, critical and thoughtful
approach to the study of economics and
develop an ability to think as an economist
• understand that economic behaviour can be
studied from a range of perspectives
• develop analytical and quantitative skills, together with
qualities and attitudes that will equip them for the challenges,
opportunities and responsibilities of adult and working life.

Year 12
Theme 1: Markets, consumers and firms
Theme 2: The wider economic environment
Year 13
Theme 3: The global economy
Theme 4: Making markets work
AS Examination
Theme 1 and 2 are both examined separately
• Paper 1: 50% - Markets, consumers and firms
• Paper 2: 50% - The wider economic environment
A level Examination
All four themes are examined in three papers:
• Paper 1: 35% - Markets and how they work
(examines themes 1 and 4)
• Paper 2: 35% - Competing in the Global
Economy (examines themes 2 and 3)
• Paper 3: 30% - The economic environment and
business (Based on a pre-released document)

Future Prospects
Economics pupils typically work in these areas:
• In management as a Director or Chief Executive
of a global or Blue Chip company
• As a specialist functional manager in
marketing, finance, sales or production
• In the financial or banking sector
• As a business analyst
• In retail management.

Click here to see the specification
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English Language
Edexcel International AS (XEN01) and A Level (YEN01)

Course Outline
• Four units taken over the period of two years.
• The AS units count towards the
final A level qualification.
• All units are externally assessed by exam.
• A large part of this course is the
analysis of transcripts.
• Two units involve writing, assessing the ability to
apply the analysis that has been completed.

Overview
At BISAK, our pupils use English Language every day,
but might not have had the opportunity to explore the
place of the language in the global or local communities.
The International A level in English Language allows
our pupils to do this. We explore how the language is
being used across the world, investigating the factors
that influence language use. We consider the impact of
progress: scientific, social and technological. We also
examine how language is used in different contexts
to convey a particular image, whether it be about
more personal aspects like identity and community or
more public aspects such as politics and business.
Words are a powerful resource in the 21st century.
Mastering them and understanding the impact of
manipulating them is a very important skill to have.

Future Prospects
• A rounded choice of subjects makes
pupils more attractive to universities.
• The cognitive, interpersonal and intrapersonal
skills developed on this course are all useful
for university as well as in the workplace.
• It opens up careers like teaching and journalism

Click here to see the specification
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English Literature
Oxford International AQA: AS and A Level (9675)

Course Outline
• Three examined elements: drama
(plays), prose and poetry.
• For AS, all texts are studied in class.
• A2 has the option of an exam responding to
two unseen texts or two coursework essays
responding to texts studied in class
• Focus on detailed analysis of texts.
• Extended essay-style responses throughout
the different elements of the course.

Overview
Literature is a powerful way to explore the world around
us as well as societies from history, as it provides
a mirror for the way we live, past and present. This
course builds on the skills learned during KS4 and
extends pupils’ understanding of a range of demanding
texts. Over the two-year course, pupils are required
to study two plays, two novels and a poetry anthology.
They analyse the texts in terms of the linguistic and
structural features that writers use as well as exploring
contextual information and applying critical theory.
For centuries, stories, poems and plays have
been celebrated, but not just for entertainment
purposes. Literature questions views and opinions
on a vast array of topics, provoking debate about
some of the most difficult issues in our world and
challenging our pupils to broaden their world view.

Future Prospects
• A rounded choice of subjects makes
pupils more attractive to universities.
• The skills of analysis and comparison are very
useful for university, as are the interpersonal
skills that English Literature pupils develop.
• It opens up any career involving
investigative and analytical processes.

Click here to see the specification
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French
Edexcel AS Level (8FR01) and A2 Level (9FR01)

Course Outline

FranÇais
Why study French?
The course reinforces the language skills pupils acquired
in their GCSE French courses, as well as deepening and
expanding their knowledge of French culture and society.

Future Prospects
Specialising in an additional language will not only
widen personal culture and horizons, it will add
a great deal to one’s CV, making French A level
pupils very attractive to potential employers. Being
able to communicate in another language is a
powerful tool for a range of careers, including those
in diplomacy, politics, translation, international
business management, literature and culture.

These are the topics and subject
content covered in the course:
• Changes in the French Society: family,
education and jobs (AS level only)
• Politics and Art in French-speaking Countries:
music, media, festivals and traditions (AS level only)
• Immigration and French Multicultural
• Society: integration, multi-culture and
the rise of the extreme right
• German occupation and the French
Resistance in the Second World War
Pupils can choose to sit AS or A level, at the end
of the first or the second year of the course
AS Level: The examination consists of three papers
• Paper 1: Listening, Reading and Translation (75
minutes; 64 marks; 40% of the qualification)
• Paper 2: Written Response, Grammar
and Translation (100 minutes; 48
marks; 30% of the qualification)
• Paper 3: Speaking (Internally conducted,
externally assessed; between 27 and 30
minutes, including a single period of 15
minutes’ formal preparation time;
• 48 marks; 30% of the qualification)
A Level: The examination consists of three papers
• Paper 1: Listening, Reading and Translation (110
minutes; 64 marks; 40% of the qualification)
• Paper 2: Written Response, Grammar
and Translation (160 minutes; 48
marks; 30% of the qualification)
• Paper 3: Speaking (Internally conducted,
externally assessed; 21 to 23 minutes, which
includes five minutes’ preparation time for
Task 1; 48 marks; 30% of the qualification)

Click here to see the AS specification
Click here to see the A level specification
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Geography
Edexcel International AS Level (XGE01) and A Level (YGE01)

Course Outline
The qualification builds on the GCSE, covering topics
such as environmental hazards, globalisation, coasts
and urbanisation, but adding depth and additional
topics of climate change, development and population.
At A2 level, pupils can explore meteorology and
ecosystems before choosing a research topic.
AS Level (Unit 1 and 2)

Why Study Geography?
The International A Level in Geography provides
opportunities to build extensive knowledge of the world.
It helps to explain much of what is going on in the world
right now, from climate change, international politics and
superpowers to globalisation and natural disasters.

Future Prospects
A Level Geography is what leading universities in the
UK call a ‘facilitating subject’ that gives pupils more
choices at degree level. It can support a wide range of
degrees, from geography-specific courses like geology,
town planning and environmental science, to courses
such as law, medicine and business studies.
Geographers have embraced technology and various media
in their fieldwork, making the knowledge and practical skills
of the modern geographer very relevant to a wide range of
employers. Some may go into geography-related careers
such as marine geography, geo-politics, environmental
science, urban regeneration, geology, cartography,
archaeology, surveying or conservation. Others might
apply their skills to a range of other industries including
law, management consultancy, business and politics.

Unit 1: Global Challenges
World at Risk & Going Global
Examination: 1 hour 45 minutes
60% of the AS or 30% of the A level
Unit 2: Geographical Investigations
Crowded Coasts & Urban Problems
Examination: 1 hour 30 minutes
40% of the AS or 20% of the A Level
A Level (Unit 1,2,3 and 4)
Unit 3: Contested Planet
Weather & Biodiversity Under Threat
Options from: Energy or Water Security and
Superpower Geographies or Development
Examination: 2 hours
30% of the A Level
Unit 4: Researching Geography
Research project options: Hazards,
Feeding the World’s People, Cultural
Diversity or Human Health & Disease
Examination: 1hour 30 minutes
20% of the A Level

Employment statistics for Geography graduates
are now better than for most other traditional
academic subjects, so if you want to go places
at university and beyond, study Geography!

Click here to see the specification
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Government & Politics
Edexcel AS Level (6GPO1& 6GPO2) and A Level (6GPO3 & 6GPO4)

Course Outline
AS Level (Year 12) Units 1 and 2: 2 Papers
• Unit 1: People & Politics: What is politics, Democracy
and Participation,Political Parties, Electoral Systems.
• Unit 2: Governing the UK: The Constitution,
Parliament, The Prime Minister & Cabinet,
The Judiciary & Civil liberties.
A2 Level (Year 13) Units 3 and 4: 2 Papers
• Unit 3: Key Themes in Political Analysis
• Unit 4: Extended Themes in Political Analysis

Why Study Government and Politics?
Politics is the art or science of influencing
people on a civic or individual level. The course’s
main focus is democracy and the relationship
between people and politics. We study issues
concerned with who really has power.

• AS level looks at politics in the UK and about
how the system could be improved. In the A2
course, we study ideologies such socialism,
liberalism, conservatism and anarchism to come
to conclusions about what an ideal society would
look like – or perhaps to come to the conclusion
that an ideal society is an unrealistic fantasy.

If you have an interest in current affairs, enjoy
debates, a desire to develop your own views based
on ideological points, this course will interest you.

Future prospects
Politician, teacher, researcher, working for the UN,
ambassador, lawyer, diplomat, lecturer, political
activist or just a well-informed global citizen.

Click here to see the AS level specification
Click here to see the A level specification
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History
Edexcel International AS Level (XHI01) and A Level (YHI01)

Course Outline
History, at AS and A level, covers a broad
range of topics, including breadth, depth,
thematic and international topics, set to engage
and challenge pupils. Some of these will be
familiar, and some will be completely new.

Why study History?
As Theodore Roosevelt once said, “The more you know
about the past, the better prepared you are for the future.”

History is an academically rigorous subject, and
although most people who study History do not
become professional historians, the subject is highly
respected by universities and employers who often
deliberately seek pupils with capabilities that are
promoted through studying History. These skills
include the ability to form and develop arguments
and lines of debate, research, analyse and evaluate
sources and balance diverse interpretations.

It is divided into four units of work, to emphasise
the key skills to be developed. Examples of
topics, which are ever relevant to our world today,
include Germany 1918-45; Russia: From Lenin to
Yeltsin 1917-90; USA: Race Relations: 18652009; and Superpower Relations: 1943-1990.
Year 12 pupils will sit two two-hour exams at the
end of the year for the AS qualification. Pupils
continuing their studies into Year 13 will sit a further
two two-hour exams for the A Level qualification.

Notable historians include seven former US Presidents,
including FD Roosevelt and JF Kennedy, successful
entrepreneurs, such as Sam Palmisano (former CEO of
IBM) and a variety of cultural, media and sports stars.

Future Prospects
The study of History can provide seamless transition
to some of the world’s best universities and opens the
door to a whole host of humanities and social sciencebased subjects including History, Archaeology, Law,
Journalism, Politics, Philosophy and English Literature.
History pupils are highly suited to a range of professional
occupations, whether that be in the world of business,
law, government, journalism or academia and research.

Click here to see the specification
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Mathematics
Edexcel International AS Level and A level (XMA11 and YMA11)

Course Outline
Pure (P1, P2, P3 and P4)
When studying Pure Mathematics at AS and A
level, you will be extending your knowledge of
topics like algebra and trigonometry, as well as
learning some brand new ideas such as calculus.

Why Study Mathematics?
As well as being a fascinating and intellectually
stimulating subject in itself, it will also help you
unlock the mysteries of science, technology and
statistics. Studying Mathematics offers higher
earning potential, exciting career opportunities
and a grounding in important life skills.

Entry requirements:
I/GCSE grade 7 or equivalent or above in Mathematics.

Assessment
All units are examined by a 1 hour 30 minute paper.

Future Prospects
A level Mathematics is a much sought-after
qualification for entry to a wide variety of full-time
courses in Higher Education. There are also many
areas of employment that see Mathematics A
level as an important qualification and it is often
a requirement for the vocational qualifications
related to these areas. Higher Education courses or
careers that either require A level Mathematics or
are strongly related include economics, teaching,
medicine, psychology, architecture, environmental
studies, engineering, computing and accountancy.

Statistics (S1 and S2)
If you choose to study Statistics, you will learn how
to analyse and summarise numerical data in order
to arrive at conclusions about it. You will extend the
range of probability problems that you started for
GCSE by using the new mathematical techniques
studied on the Pure Mathematics course.
Mechanics (M1 and M2)
If you choose to study Mechanics, you will learn how
to describe mathematically the motion of objects
and how they respond to forces acting upon them,
from cars in the street to satellites revolving around a
planet. You will learn the technique of mathematical
modelling; that is, of turning a complicated physical
problem into a simpler one that can be analysed
and solved using mathematical methods.
Decision (D1)
In Decision, many different algorithms such
as bubble sort, Prim’s, first fit and more will
be discussed to solve real-life problems. Have
you ever wondered what the shortest route
is for the postman to deliver letters or the
best way to pack a ferry with vehicles?

Mathematics also lends itself to more diverse
careers and interests, such as forensic science,
computer game design and sports coaching.

Click here to see the specification
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Photography: Digital & Multi-Media
Edexcel A Level (9PY0)

Course Outline
The first year you will study AS, which is exclusively
a practical course. In the second year, the A
level includes a written study into any aspect
of the visual Arts you want to explore.

What is the course about?
This is an art and design-based A level that
specialises in a range of lens-based media including:
Photoshop, digital media, film, location work,
studio work and creative experimental work.

What can I do to prepare myself
to study this subject?

What units/topics will be studied?
In the first year you will complete a general art course,
then choose specialised options according to your
talent, ability and needs. Other options available
include mixed media, installation and video/sound.
The second year is independently tailored. You will
specialise in your chosen area and write a supporting
essay as well as completing a practical examination.
You will study a personal portfolio unit and
an externally set exam unit each year.
Coursework: 50% of the qualification
Examination: 50% of the qualification

Get your own DSLR camera and try out all of its
functions. Use the manual that comes with it. Visit
museums and galleries whenever you travel. Start taking
photographs of things you find interesting or different.

Future Prospects
At BISAK, many pupils choose to do a qualification
in the visual arts to complement their main area of
focus. This is because universities are looking for
pupils who have a greater breadth of experience in
their education. Visual arts courses have supported
former BISAK pupils’ applications for courses such
as architecture and prop designer for film and TV.
Photography can lead to careers in film and TV,
publishing and architecture or as a web designer,
photo journalist, sports photographer, commercial
photographer, animator or digital illustrator.

Click here to see the specification
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Physical Education
Edexcel A Level (9PE0)

Course Outline
The course is split into four components,
each of which can be divided into examined
and non-examined assessments.
Component 1: 2 hours 30 minutes written
examination (40% of final grade)
• Topic 1: Applied anatomy and physiology.
• Topic 2: Exercise physiology and
applied movement analysis.

Why study Physical Education?
The A level course is suitable for pupils who have a
passion for physical education and sports performance.
Through studying A level Physical Education, pupils
will combine scientific, sociological and psychological
principles to develop a holistic understanding of both
grassroots and elite level performance. The coursework
and practical elements of the course allow pupils to
select their own area of study based on their area
of sporting excellence, creating a bespoke course
of study unique to the Physical Education A level.

Future Progress
Physical Education lends itself to a range of careers
in sports and fitness as well as other industries that
you may not have considered before. Sport, health
and fitness have become a global business with
a lot of opportunities to work in countries across
the world. All top professional sports clubs have
a vast team of backroom staff that work on the
development of players’ health and performance.
Careers that you could consider doing
with a PE A level include:
• Sports scientist
• PE teacher
• Physiotherapist
• Professional sportsperson
• Sports coach/consultant
• Sports policy maker at local and national level
• Nutritionist
• Personal trainer

Component 2: 2 hours written
examination (30% of final grade)
• Topic 3: Skill acquisition.
• Topic 4: Sport psychology
• Topic 5: Sport and society
Component 3 - Practical performance
(15% of final grade)
• One sport over 54 hours of performance time
(can be assessed as a player or a coach).
• Pupils will be required to demonstrate their
skills in a single sport of their choice.
• Assessment will be based on their range of skills
and techniques in physical activity, the ability
to make decisions and implement tactics.
Component 4 - Coursework (15% of final grade)
• Pupils will provide a detailed analysis of a
combination of physiological, technical and tactical
skills that underpin their selected sporting activity.
• Pupils will design, implement and evaluate
a ‘Personal Development Programme’
for a sport of their choice with the goal of
enhancing their own physical performance,
through intense physical training.

Click here to see the specification
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Physics
Edexcel International AS Level (XPH11) and A Level (YPH11)

Course Outline
An AS course consists of three assessment units:

Year 12
• Unit 1: Mechanics and Materials (120/300 UMS)
• This unit is assessed by means of a
written examination paper.
• Unit 2: Waves and Electricity (120/300 UMS)
• This unit is assessed by means of a
written examination paper.
• Unit 3: Practical Skills in Physics I (60/300 UMS) Written
alternative, which is an externally-assessed exam based

Why study Physics?
AS level Physics is suitable for pupils who have an interest in,

on the practical work assigned by the exam board.
• The full A level qualification is made up of the AS

and enjoy, Physics and its applications. Physics pupils want to

units plus three more units which are studied at a

find out how the physical world works and enjoy applying their

higher level. You do not necessarily have to take the

skills and knowledge to solving problems and carrying out

full A level qualification; you can get a qualification

practical investigations. Others study Physics in preparation

for the AS, and your teacher will advise you on what

for one of a wide range of future study or career prospects.

is best. If you decide to take the second half of the

Future Prospects

course, it will cover the three units described below.

Physics leads on to a wide range of degree courses which

Year 13

prepare pupils for careers in many areas such as: pure

• Unit 4: Further Mechanics, Fields and

Physics, engineering (mechanical, civil etc), communications,

• Particles (120/300 UMS) This unit is assessed

space Physics, nuclear Physics, cosmology, astrophysics,
radiography, biotechnology, nuclear medicine, sports
medicine, medicine, environmental sciences, education,
dentistry, computer games programming and meteorology.

by means of a written examination paper.
• Unit 5: Thermodynamics, Radiation, Oscillations and
Cosmology (120/300 UMS) This unit is assessed
by means of a written examination paper.
• Unit 6: Practical Skills in Physics II (60/300 UMS) Written

There are many career opportunities open to those

alternative, which is an externally assessed exam based

with an A level in Physics. Pupils could end up working

on the practical work assigned by the exam board.

in a wide range of industries, including nuclear energy,
oil & gas, medical, nanotech, renewable energy, space
exploration & aerospace and telecommunications.

Click here to see the specification
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Psychology
Edexcel A Level (9PS0)

Course Outline
You will learn about traditional and contemporary
approaches to the subject, including social and
cognitive psychology, before looking at themes
such as criminal behaviour and mental health.
The course is structured as below:
AS Psychology (Year 1)
• Paper 1: Social Psychology and Cognitive Psychology
• Paper 2: Biological Psychology and Learning Theories

Why study Psychology?
Psychology is the science of the mind and behaviour.
It helps you understand yourself and other people
by learning about aspects of human behaviour from
daily life, including your interactions with others.
The course focuses on research through scientific
principles and complements other learning by
combining Psychology with other courses like Biology.
The defining feature of any science is the objective
approach that is used to advance our knowledge.
In Psychology we use this scientific approach to
learn about human behaviour and mental life.

A level Psychology (Year 2)
• Paper 3: Clinical Psychology and Criminal Psychology
• Paper 4: Psychological Skills
As this is a linear qualification, and not an International
AS/A Level course, it is important to note that if
pupils decide to take the A Level course in Year 13,
any results achieved in the AS Level at the end of
Year 12 will not be carried through to Year 13. Any
pupils wishing to take the A Level course will have to
sit 3 papers covering all at the end of the Year 13.

Future Progress
Psychology provides excellent training in analytic
thinking and scientific research methods that
are applicable to a broad range of careers
such as medicine, careers adviser, counsellor,
human resources, psychiatry and teaching.

Click here to see the AS specification
Click here to see the A level specification
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Sociology
Cambridge International Examination (CIE) AS and A Level (9699)

Course Outline
During the two year course pupils study:
• The Family
• Theory & Methods
• Media
• Education
• Religion

Why study Sociology?
Sociology is the study of how membership of
social groups influences behaviour in any given
society. We study how society works and what are
the different groups that make up our society.
You will learn a number of skills, including the use of
evidence to support your arguments, how to investigate
facts, critical thinking, analytical skills and more.
As Sociology is by definition relevant to the society
you live in, you are bound to enjoy learning about
topics that are closely related to everyday life.

Future Progress
There are many careers that link with
Sociology but many graduates typically
pursue a career in the following areas:
• Community development worker
• Family support worker
• International development worker
• Social worker
• Further education teacher
• Youth worker

Click here to see the AS specification for 2020
exams
Click here to see the AS & A2 specification for
2021 exams
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